
What could the future look like by the year ���� if we simply 
embraced the best solutions already available for us to improve 
our planet and rapidly shifted them into the mainstream? 
This film blends traditional documentary with dramatized 
sequences and high-end visual effects to create a vision board 
of how these solutions could regenerate the world for future 
generations.
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데이먼�가모 | Damon Gameau | 2019 | 93min
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A Thirsty World brings Yann Arthus Bertrand's trademark aerial 
view of the world together with reportages filmed in Europe, 
Africa, Asia and America inviting comments from the people 
working and innovating to bring water to those who need it, 
to use it more intelligently, purify it, or, better still, stop 
polluting it as access to clean drinking water is more than ever 
the big challenge of tomorrow.
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얀�아르튀스�베르트랑 | Yann Arthus Bertrand  | 2012 | 88min 

The true story on the meeting between Frost, a polar bear 
mother, and Asgeir Helgestad, a Norwegian wildlife filmmaker. 
Rising temperatures are responsible for dramatic changes in 
Frost’s ecosystem as the ice is melting at record speed. 
Asgeir is determined to find her and document all that is being 
lost which proves difficult. 
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아세이르�헬게스타 | Asgeir Helgestad  | 2018 | 71min 

For the past �� years, Oh-My-News has been following former 
Korean president LEE Myung-Bak’s ʻPan Korea Grand Waterway’ 
project that was his main election pledge as a presidential 
candidate. This film raises the issue of the ʻ� Great Rivers project’ 
by documenting those who sided with the LEE government and 
those who stood their grounds to perserve major rivers of Korea 
and resist these rivers from being destroyed.
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김병기 | Kim Byung-gi | 2018 | 108min 

The Gipeusil Village, where the grandmother's house is located, 
is turning into the construction of Yeongju Dam, a part of Pan 
Korea Grand Waterway Project. Confronting the move to the 
other city for an undefinite time, the villagers relive together 
again by seeing off the leaving neighbors.
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문창현 | Mun Chang-hyun | 2019 | 96min 

A story of nature and loss set in a small island village in Amami, 
high school student Kaito lives alone with his mother. 
His close friend Kyoko’s mother Isa is in the hospital fighting 
cancer and returns home to die among her family. Kaito worries 
that his mother is having an affair but is relieved to find out that 
she is safe after a typhoon.
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가와세�나오미 | Naomi Kawase | 2014 | 120min

The touching story of a man who realizes the beauty, sadness 
and true meaning of life though fly fishing. 
Based on the ���� semi-autobiographical novella A River 
Runs Through It by Norman Maclean, Craig Sheffer and Brad 
Pitt star as two brothers who rebel against their stern father 
and become men in the majesty of the Montana wilderness.
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로버트�레드포드 | Robert Redford | 1992 | 123min

Today, our diets play a major role in the threats weighing on 
our planet. But alas, there is hope. Investigative journalist 
Benoît Bringer sets off on a global search for women and men 
who are inventing a new dietary model— one which respects 
both humankind and nature.
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브누아�브랭제 | Benoît Bringer  | 2020 | 56min

Sam-ming, a man who came to Sansha in search of his wife 
and daughter who left �� years ago. Shenhong, a woman who 
goes to Sansha in search of her husband who lost the news. 
It depicts the difficult journey of two people who visit Sansha 
with similar stories.
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지아�장�커 | Jia Zhangke | 2007 | 112min 
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이동렬 | Lee Dong-lyul | 2011 | 7min

이동렬 | Lee Dong-lyul | 2011 | 10min

황일수 | Hwang Il-su | 2019 | 20min

나영희 | Na Younghee | 2019 | 7min 32sec 

고헤이�마츠무라, 마키코�스키카라 | Kohei Matumura
Makiko Sukikara | 2019 | 11min

파스칼�쉐블리 | Pascal Schelbli | 2019 | 4min 14sec

아이시스�레테리어 | Isis Leterrier | 2019 | 3min

노닐론�아바오 | Nonilon Abao | 2019 | 15min

아마드�무아마룰�아키 | Ahmad Muammarul Haqqi
2019 | 3min
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니콜라스�친, 어니스트�자카레빅 | Nicholas Chin
Ernest Zacharevic | 2019 | 4min 2sec

미구엘�무뇨즈 | Miguel Munoz | 2020 | 2min

ÂÃ�ÄÅ����������������
The Island | Beyond the Glacier | The Water | This is our Land | 75min
The Island: Depicts the reality of the human life and nature in Jeju which is threatened by climate change.
The Water: A world where water is gone. Everyone except one man acts as if nothing is happening. 
Beyond the Glacier: 
This documentary analyzes the development process of the Sirdariya River flowing through Central Asia. 
This is Our Land:
Documentary about the movement to protect the land and culture of Nueva Vizcaya, Philippines.
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�������������	���������� <Climate Citizens 3.5> is a climate campaign/public art project

in which artists, architects, filmmakers, designers, and experts from 
various fields work in collaboration with local and global NGOs 
to call for an all-out action to combat the climate crisis and its impacts.

The project idea is based on a research by Erica Chenoweth, 
a sociologist who analyzed data on various social movements 
across the globe over the past 100 years and concluded that social 
change is possible if 3.5% of the population participate. 
<Climate Citizens 3.5> aims to invite 3.5% of the population of Korea 
and elsewhere to join the fight against the climate crisis. 
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더숲 is a multicultural complex
featuring a bookstore, gallery, bakery, cafe

and 더숲 Art Cinema is a premiere culture theatre
situated in northern Seoul. 

11.12 - 11.15

B1, 480, Nohae-ro, Nowon-gu, Seoul

A beautiful secret forest in the middle of downtown Seoul. 
Yeouido Saetgang Ecological Park was established in 1997 
and is Korea's first ecological park. 
It is a natually open wetland where green willow forests 
grow in the Saetgang that flows to the West Sea of Korea, 
and even chickadees and mandarin ducks, toads and 
narrow-mouth frogs live together.
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10.31 - 11.11

Under Yeouigyo(Bridge)
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In River (7min)  |  River Road (10min)  |  The Island (20min)  |  Deep Sea's Rainbow (11min) 

The Beauty (4min)  |  Walk along the Saetgang (7min 32sec)  |  Nature (3min)

This is Our Land (15min)  |  Banyu - The Story Of A Raindrop (3min)  |  Rewild (4min 2sec)

The Man Who Never Saw The Rain (2min)     
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Rivercide: The Secret Six
(95min)
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11.15 (SUN)

15:00
2040
(90min)

17:30
A River
Runs Through It
(120min)

15:00
Queen without Land
(71min)

17:30
Gipeusil
(95min)

+ GV

+ GV

17:00
Still Life
(112min)

19:20

15:00
Still the Water
(120min)

17:30
Food for Change
(60min)

11.16 (MON) 11.17 (TUE) 11.18 (WED)
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11.12 (THU)

17:30
2040
(92min)

19:30
Eco Talk 1

16:00
A Thirsty World
(90min)

18:00
Eco Talk 2

19:30
Still Life
(112min)

19:30
A River
Runs Through It
(123min)

15:30
Gipeusil
(95min)

17:30
Rivercide:
The Secret Six
(95min)

19:00
Food for Change
(56min)

16:00
Short Program
(75min)

17:30
Queen without Land
(71min)

11.13 (FRI) 11.14 (SAT) 11.15 (SUN)
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EMU Cinema is an arts-featured theatre,
located in the heart of Seoul, and embodies
the Renaissance philosopher Erasmus in their art.

11.15 - 11.18

7, Gyeonghuigung 1ga-gil, Jongno-gu, Seoul
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